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Focusing  on resistant materials and mechanisms 

Better weighing 

The big picture
Task

To design and make a weighing machine to meet an identified need in school.

is to investigate the school context to find situations 
where things need to be weighed and to develop a 
prototype weighing machine with a brief instruction 
manual.

The story so far

Better Weighing is a company which produces 
mechanical weighing machines and scales for use 
in retail and industry. It has identified schools as a 
possible market for its products. The students’ task 

Learning 
Designing
Using a simple technology, in this case mechanisms, 
as a starting point for design ideas. Using a systems 
approach for designing a mechanical product.
Making
Assembling mechanical systems from components 
(given and specially constructed), integrating these 
into a product case, producing a product case.

Technical matters

Understanding the functioning of a simple 
mechanical product as a system and as a collection of 
components.

Other matters

User interfaces for mechanical products. Product life-
cycle of mechanical products. 

Design decisions

The sort of product

This has been decided by the teacher – a mechanical 
weighing machine for use in school.

The point of sale

The student can decide where the product might be 
sold – a large department store, e.g. John Lewis, a 
retail chain like Habitat.

The customer

This has been decided by the teacher in broad terms 
(someone in school will use the weighing machine)  but 
the student will be able to choose the individual user.

The performance of the product

Although the overall nature of the product has been 
decided by the teacher – a mechanical weighing 
machine for use in school – exactly what the weighing 
machine is used for is decided by the student.

The appearance of the product

The student can choose the appearance of the 
product so that it has appeal for the intended user, 
is appropriate for the setting in which it will be used 
and the retail outlet where it will be sold.

The way the product works
The student can decide how the product works at 
three levels:
• as an overall mechanical system – beam, 

compression spring, tension spring;
• as a set of subsystems using input, process, output 

to provide a reading of weight;
• as a set of components combining to give the 

required subsystems.
The way the product fits together

The student can decide:
• the way the case fits together;
• the way the mechanical components fit together;
•	 the way the mechanical components fit into the case;
•	 the	way the components produce a user interface 

that gives a reading of the weight.
The materials, adhesives, fixings and components

For the product case the students can choose from:
• plastic tubing, card for nets, thin sheet plastic (for 

vacuum forming), MDF (for moulds), light materials 
for knobs, clear acrylic for scale-reading windows.

For decorating the product case the student can 
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For test equipment the student can choose from:
• masses and force-meters for spring testing and 

calibration. 
For assembly the student can choose from:
•  double-sided adhesive tape, nuts and bolts, small 

self-tapping screws.

Products
The teacher began by revising turning moments and the 
behaviour of springs. The students were then able to 
choose from two different modes of operation for their 
weighing machine.

Here the student has produced a spring balance for weighing 
fish during fishing competitions. A simple friction drive 
causes the dial to turn when a load is applied to the hook and 
stretches the spring. The shape of the device is elegant

choose from:
•   marker pens, spray paint, rub-down lettering, 

transfers. 
For the mechanisms the student can choose from:
•   mechanical components;
•  springs, gear wheels, racks, pinions, paper fasteners, 

nuts and bolts, metal strip for linked levers;
•  electrical components: light bulbs, switches, 

connection wire.

Here the student has used a beam balance for weighing a 
small pet. The ‘basket’ and chain are shop-bought but the 
remainder has been made by the student. There is evidence 
of considerable visual flair with the main beam being in the 
form of a bone and the counter balance slider picturing an 
elephant. The student also considered how the beam balance 
might be used within a door frame.
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Values

Technical

Students should discuss the need for accuracy and 
reliability in the way it works, its manufacturability 
and ease of maintenance.

Economic

Students should consider the place of weighing in 
the market place and the need to produce a design 
that can be manufactured.

Environmental

Students should consider the source of the materials 
used, their disposal after the device has completed 

its useful life and the effect of the manufacturing 
processes.

Moral and social

Students should consider the importance of 
the general public having confidence in the 
trustworthiness of weighing machines.

Aesthetic

Students should discuss the relationship between the 
appearance of the weighing machine and the items 
that it will weigh and its appeal to those who use it.
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The detail
Sample brief

Design and make a weighing machine that can be used in the school prep 	
room to weigh small animals.

What the product should look like:

• be appropriate to the purpose;
• suit the location where it will be used;
• be attractive to the user.

Other features:

• ensure that the animals suffer minimal distress;
• be easy to read.

Sample specification

What the product has to do:

• measure and display the weight of small 
animals;

• operate in the mass range 0-500 g;
• be accurate to within 10 g.

Starter sketches
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Nuffield teacher talk
‘OK, you want the weighing machine for the babies and 
small children in the nursery. What range will it need 
to weigh over? What do I mean by range? Well, what’s 
the heaviest child likely to weigh compared with the 
smallest child? That’ll be the range that your machine 
will have to be able to measure. You don’t know. OK. 
How could you find out? Use the old bathroom scales 
that we’ve got. Then you’ll have to find a spring that 
changes well across that range.’ 
‘So you want to use a spring that gets squashed by the 
weight. What’ll happen if the spring is very stiff and 
difficult to squash? It’ll be good for measuring heavy 
weights but not light weights. Can you explain why? 
That’s right, a small weight won’t squash it enough to 
give a reading.’
‘I can see that the spring will be stretched when you put 
the letters on but I’m not sure how you’ll know what 
a particular stretch means. And you’ve found a spring 
that stretches OK over the likely weights of letters and 
small parcels. This is good. But you need to know the 

exact weight of a letter or packet to know how much the 
postage is. Can you remember what calibrate means? 
That’s it – to use known weights to find out how much 
the spring stretches for a particular weight. So now you 
can calibrate your spring.’
‘I know your science teacher says weight is a force and 
that you measure force in newtons. And she’s right, but 
I don’t think anyone will understand your weighing 
machine if it measures in newtons. Can you work out 
how to convert newtons into kilograms?’
‘The tricky bit is making sure that you can attach the 
spring. If you look in the sample box, you’ll see that 
most of the tension springs have a loop or hook at each 
end. You can use that to attach your spring. Is the place 
where you attach each end important? You’re not sure. 
Well, think like this. The bit that moves is a lever pulling 
against the spring. If the spring is attached here, near the 
fulcrum, will it be harder or easier to stretch it than if it’s 
attached here, far from the fulcrum? Try it and see.’

Resource Tasks
General design
For the first Capability Task in Year 9:
SRT	6		 Writing	a	fuller	specification
SRT 31 	 Graphs
SRT 39 	 Evaluating	outcomes	–	Is	it	appropriated?	
For the second Capability Task in Year 9:
SRT	7		 Research
SRT 20 	 Harmony	and	scale
SRT	27		 Modelling	with	CAD
Focus area design
SRT	33		 Using	system	diagrams		
 (if not already tackled in Year 8) 
SRT	34		 Understanding	system	interfaces		
 (if not already tackled in Year 8) 
SRT 35 	 Understanding	feedback		
 (if not already tackled in Year 8) 
SRT	36		 Using/low	charts		
 (if not already tackled in Year 8)
Communication
CRT 5 	 Drawing	orthographic	views	1	
CRT 6 	 Drawing	orthographic	views	2	

CRT 7 	 Assembly	and	exploded	views
Making
RMRT 9 Designing	containers	to	be	made	by	vacuum		
	 forming (unless tackled in Year 8) 
RMRT 10 Mass	producing	a	simple	product		
 (unless tackled in Year 8)

Technical
MCRT 1 	 Changing	types	of	movement		
 (unless tackled in Year 7 or 8) 
MCRT 2   Changing	axis	and	direction	of	rotation		
 (unless tackled in Year 7 or 8) 
MCRT 3   Changing	force,	speed	and	distance		
 (unless tackled in Year 8)
MCRT 5 Understanding	levers (unless tackled in Year 8) 
MCRT 6 	 Springs	in	the	office	
MCRT 7 Understanding	screw	threads	
MCRT 8 	 Assembling	mechanisms	
MCRT 9 Introducing	mechanisms	design	
MCRT 10 Making	your	own	mechanisms

Commercial
RMRT 4 		Taking	care	of	products

Case Studies
Weighing, downloadable from the website www.secondarydandt.org

ICT opportunities
Use the Internet to find out about the law as applied to 
weights and measures. Try putting ‘trading  standards 
+UK +weights +measures’ in the search engine. Look 
directly at www.hants.org.uk/regulatory/tradesta/.

Use DTP software to produce an instruction manual. 
Use CAD software to produce diagrams for an 
instruction manual. Use CAD software to design the 
layout of visual display systems. Use CAD/CAM for 
the manufacture of standard parts.




